
The BART Story



At Emerg we believe that the evolution of technology and its widespread use has 
opened up countless opportunities for us to harness these advances for the 
betterment of the community. 

The BART system is testament to this philosophy. Its continued development has 
seen a range of enhancements that provide signi�cant bene�ts to the thousands of 
emergency service volunteers and emergency service workers who have warmly 
embraced the system across Victoria.   

BART is a solution that transcends traditional communication tools; it offers a range 
of advantages for team coordination, management and safety for those out in the �eld.

Jan Wandek
MANAGING DIRECTOR



Overview

‘Broadcast Alert Response Technology’ (BART) 
has been developed to take the stress out of 
resourcing for volunteers and the load off the 
existing pager network by taking advantage of 
a range of current devices and technologies. 

The result is a multi-device (Smartphone, 
tablet and desktop) solution that provides a 
vital link for all volunteers to important data 
sources and communication streams. 

In the last year Emerg has expanded on the 
system by harnessing spatially enabled data, 
which has been recognised by the Minister for 
Technology, the Hon. Gordon Rich Phillips who 
presented Emerg with the 2014 Innovative 
Solution Award as a winner of the inaugural 
Data.Vic competition.

The Company Behind BART

Emerg Solutions is a wholly Australian 

owned company, operating within the 

Australian technology industry since the 

1980s, where we have established 

ourselves as an internationally operating 

information and communications 

technology provider.  

After specialising in desktop �nance, 

property and mapping software for 

business and local government, Emerg 

has developed and advanced alongside 

web and device-based technology to 

offer state-of-the-art, progressive 

products and services. 



Background
EMERGENCY SERVICES IN AUSTRALIA

Australia’s vast continent is attacked by extremes of weather, natural disasters and other emergency 
events such as rescues and even acts of terrorism. Our vast distances and low population levels 
offer unique challenges for emergency services personnel.

Without doubt the most important assets of the State and Territory emergency services are their 
personnel; dedicated groups of men and women who put their own safety at risk for the bene�t 
of the community at large. Around 250,000 �re, ambulance, and state or territory emergency 
services workers play a considerable role in the provision of emergency services in Australia. 

Australia suffers from bush�res, earthquakes, �oods, cyclones, droughts, heat waves, structural 
�res, medical emergencies, rescue situations, terrorism, hazardous material incidents, road crash 
events and many other emergencies. 

Looking at the wide array of emergency events allows for a greater understanding of the need for 
quick, targeted and reliable information dissemination. In all jurisdictions considerable 
co-operation and co-ordination during major events is crucial among emergency service organisations. 

Within this group exists a legion of dedicated volunteers who are willing to freely give their 
time to maintain community safety and wellbeing. Unfortunately because of limited budgets, 
volunteers regularly miss out on important provisions of equipment & supplies regardless of 
how skilled or highly trained they are.



Purpose
WHY BART WAS CREATED

Emerg Solutions recognised the need for members of Australia’s emergency services to be better 
informed with speci�c data and targeted communication to enable them to respond quickly and 
ef�ciently. Emerg also recognised that funding and resourcing for emergency services was often 
constricted and devised a solution that ful�ls both of these parameters.

A lack of funds can lead to a lack of basic equipment; this can translate to less than ideal 
information dissemination for personnel. Hence, the BART Emergency Management Platform 
was developed in consultation with Victorian Emergency Services personnel and volunteers.

BART enables any volunteer or professional emergency services worker who has a Smartphone, 
tablet or desktop computer to get the information they need easily and immediately. 



Who’s Using BART?

From Mallacoota in the East to Mildura in 
Victoria’s far North West, BART has 
spread right across the state, with the 
solution being currently tested for use in 
Western Australia. 

Functionality included in BART was 
derived through discussions and on-going 
feedback from users after collaborative 
work to address local needs and priorities.

BART’s user base has been progressively 
increasing without any overt advertising 
relying entirely on peer recommendations 
and word of mouth. More than 8000 
people use it – this has increased 
dramatically growing from just under 
1000 users this time last year.

In the Community

Uptake has been steady across all 

emergency services volunteers in Victoria, 

and we now have the involvement of 

volunteers from the:

•  Department of Environment and  

    Primary Industry (DEPI)

•  Country Fire Authority (CFA)

•  Victoria State Emergency Service (SES)

•  Australian Volunteer Coast Guard (AVCG)

•  Ambulance Victoria 

    (Members of Rural CERT Teams)



Product Input

Emerg have relied heavily on input from the emergency services community to drive product 
development. 

Throughout the initial development stages of the project, Emerg made BART accessible for all 
members of the emergency management industry. By ensuring the product was free and easy to 
use, Emerg were able to adopt two key emergency sectors to trial the product for real events out 
in the �eld; the CFA and SES.

During this time the product has been trialled within a whole range of different situations & capacities:

•  House �res
•  Car accidents
•  Storms
•  Floods
•  Medical emergencies

Real world trialling of the system has allowed Emerg to review and improve the system’s usability, 
functionality and effectiveness. By maintaining complete transparency with the people who use 
the system, Emerg have been successful in encouraging open discussion about the product and 
gain valuable feedback.



Case Study

During Melbourne’s severe weather on 
24 June 2014 in less than 24 hours 
BART received more than 14,000 pager 
messages and sent out:

129,108 Messages consisting of:

•  54,446 Apple Push Noti�cations
•  39,517 Android Push Noti�cations
•  22,700 Emails
•  12,439 SMS’s

BART Trials

There are currently more than 8,000 people 

logged into the various Smartphone 

applications across iOS, Android & WP8. 

There are also several CFA Brigades and 

SES units utilising the Station platform 

display within their buildings to be able to 

view incidents and attendance information 

at a glance.

Emerg has received positive feedback from 

SES unit controllers advising that they have 

used BART to identify possible shortfalls 

before they’ve happened.



Features
PAGER MESSAGE FEED

Approved users are able to receive their 
EAS pager messages via BART allowing for 
mapping and responses on an incident 
level, including the convenience of having 
the messages delivered directly to their 
SmartPhone devices. 

ACCURATE (REAL-TIME) TIMER 
SHOWING RECEIPT TIME

Received messages are time stamped and 
show a large timer on all versions of BART, 
this allows you to see how long the incident 
has been occurring.

MESSAGE CENTRE

Allowing local communication within Groups 
without having to use the pager network, 
groups are able to communicate quickly and 
easily regarding non-operational matters.



DISPLAY OF AVERAGE MEMBER 
RESPONSE TIMES 

Member response times are collated to 
provide better information to decision makers.

PARALLEL SMS, EMAIL & PUSH 
NOTIFICATIONS

Information is provided via multiple channels 
simultaneously meaning information on 
incidents can be provided to those even 
without a Smartphone.

INTEGRATED PUBLIC INCIDENT FEEDS

To allow emergency services staff and 
volunteers to have better situational 
awareness, Emerg has included public 
incident feeds within BART that allow 
viewers to see publicly available information 
of incidents without having to look elsewhere. 
These incidents are displayed for the 
current region using geofencing. 



QUALIFICATIONS & MEMBER CONTACT 
DETAILS

The ability to display quali�cations and 
contact details allows decision makers to 
easily view the resources they have at hand 
and contact others if required directly from 
the one location. 

ROSTERING, AVAILABILITY & 
ATTENDANCE

It allows for members to state their 
availability a week in advance, giving unit 
controllers and brigade management 
teams the opportunity to foresee possible 
shortfalls and act accordingly.

This works in conjunction with the availability 
and attendance aspects of BART and allows 
you to see the availability of other members 
and their attendance information when an 
incident occurs. 



MAPPING & GEOLOCATION

Geolocation serves many purposes within 
BART, allowing your position to be displayed 
within a range of mapping display options 
(standard, hybrid, satellite, terrain).

These features allow users to see where 
they are in relation to incidents, view the 
terrain from above and satellite imagery of 
the incident location. 

BOM RADAR IMAGERY & RSS FEEDS

The introduction of the information from the 
Bureau of Meteorology, allows for the 
display of Radar and RSS feed information 
within BART, in particular within the BART 
Station Platform.  

This provides users to a valuable insight as 
to the likelihood of bad weather, which 
could be particularly helpful to agencies 
such as the State Emergency Service. 



POLYLINE INCIDENT ROUTING 

Utilising Polylines, Multiple routing options 
are available that can provide routing 
between a user’s current location to the 
Incident location, Local Headquarters (LHQ) 
or to an incident via LHQ. 

This allows members to view routes to their 
desired location, showing traf�c times & ETA.

GEOFENCING

A Geo-fence is a virtual perimeter for a 
real-world geographic area. The Public Feed 
information is provided by using geolocation, 
and then using geofencing to determine the 
user’s Region and so provides the most 
relevant Region data.

Emergency Services personnel are able to 
see incidents across the whole region (and 
neighbouring regions), allowing them to 
know how busy it is and how likely they are 
to be activated. 



STATION PLATFORM

The station platform automatically displays new incidents as they occur and then shows 
attendees in real time as they respond from their individual devices. 

A number of CFA brigades have set up display screens speci�cally for the BART Station Platform. 



ESTIMATED TIME OF ARRIVAL (ETA)

Utilising geolocation, users are able to see the ETA of other members to their LHQ (local headquarters), 
after they Accept or Decline using the BART App on the Station Platform. 

This allows other team members to have a realistic idea of how far away their team members are.



DATA.VIC DATA SETS

Users are able to toggle between various layers of 
data this enables them to instantly locate a variety 
of incident-critical resources. 

For a CFA brigade, map layers can include hydrant 
locations or air�elds, where for the Coast Guard 
markers it can include fuelling stations or helipads. 
Additional Data sets can be added on request.

HYDRANT DATA

Hydrant Data provided by CFA volunteers has 
been included to allow volunteers to easily locate 
hydrants around an incident location.

CROWD SOURCED DATA

Individual units/brigades are able to add their own 
locations and markers to their maps that can be 
seen by other users within their group. This will be 
extended and be able to collect data on condition of 
�re hydrants and to con�rm location of infrastructure.



The Process

Emerg have streamlined the signup process 
to make it easy enough for anyone to 
complete within a small number of steps. 

Those interested are directed to the BART 
website where they have the opportunity to 
read up and discuss the product with their 
colleagues on the BART forum before 
registering. 

Emerg have a systemised signup process, 
where people must prove that they’re 
eligible to receive pager messages.

Registered members are then directed to 
download the application for their own 
device and are given login details for
the system. 

bart.emerg.com.au
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